Millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum has been proposed for use in commercial cellular networks to relieve the already severely congested microwave spectrum. Thus, the design of an efficient mmWave cellular network has gained considerable importance and has to take into account regulations imposed by government agencies with regard to global warming and sustainable development. In this paper, a dense mmWave hexagonal cellular network with each cell consisting of a number of smaller cells with their own Base Stations (BSs) is presented as a solution to meet the increasing demand for a variety of high data rate services and growing number of users of cellular networks. Since spectrum and power are critical resources in the design of such a network, a framework is presented that addresses efficient utilization of these resources in mmWave cellular networks in the 28 and 73 GHz bands. These bands are already an integral part of well-known standards such as IEEE 802.15.3c, IEEE 802.11ad, and IEEE 802.16.1. In the analysis, a wellknown accurate mmWave channel model for Line of Sight (LOS) and Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) links is used. The cellular network is analyzed in terms of spectral efficiency, bit/s, energy efficiency, bit/J, area spectral efficiency, bit/s/m 2 , area energy efficiency, bit/J/m 2 , and network latency, s/bit. These efficiency metrics are illustrated, using Monte Carlo simulation, as a function of Signalto-Noise Ratio (SNR), channel model parameters, user distance from BS, and BS transmission power. The efficiency metrics for optimum deployment of cellular networks in 28 and 73 GHz bands are identified. Results show that 73 GHz band achieves better spectrum efficiency and the 28 GHz band is superior in terms of energy efficiency. It is observed that while the latter band is expedient for indoor networks, the former band is appropriate for outdoor networks.
Introduction
The traffic in cellular networks has exponentially increased due to high demand for existing and a variety of new wireless services and growing number of users of networks. Therefore, it has become important to utilize the available bandwidth efficiently. Also, it has become mandatory, due to government regulations on greenhouse gas emissions, to pay careful attention to design of networks that are energy efficient as well. Thus, a key issue in the design and implementation of next generation of cellular networks is the joint optimization of energy and available spectral resources. The mmWave spectrum is known to offer tremendous bandwidth and can be utilized not only to meet the ever increasing demand for high data rate services, but also to accommodate a large number of users. This spectrum is also a serious contender for Ultra High Definition Video (UHDV) transmission. Several wellknown network standards such as ECMA-387, IEEE 802.11ad, and IEEE 802.15.3c are being redefined to fit this spectrum. Despite the massive bandwidth potential in the mmWave band, there exist a number of challenges: (i) modeling and characterization of propagation environment; (ii) design of antenna system; (iii) transceiver integration; (iv) digital signal processing technology.
The mmWave bands suffer from high path loss and hence techniques are required to enhance power received at the receiver. The modeling of propagation environment plays an important role in the design and analysis of communication systems required in cellular networks. In [1] , characteristics of mmWave propagation environment are studied and it is observed that bands in this spectrum offer lower delay 2 Wireless Communications and Mobile Computing spread and it is possible to effectively suppress intersymbol interference. Wells [2] has shown that the 28 and 73 GHz bands are the most natural choices for deployment in the mmWave spectrum. Also, the 28 GHz band is being actively pursued for Local Multipoint Distribution System (LMDS) and is very attractive for use in mmWave cellular networks, given that this band occupies relatively lower range of frequencies within the mmWave spectrum.
In recent years, there have been many efforts to accurately model the mmWave channel for LOS and NLOS transmission links. The communication industry has devoted extensive resources to the development of accurate channel models. For instance, Samsung conducted channel measurements in the 28 GHz band and came up with a model to fit ITU-R and FITU-R standards [3] . This model can be used for a mmWave communication link over a distance of up to 200 meters. In addition, Nokia, Huawei, and Deutsch Telekom have shown keen interest in the 73 GHz band and have developed prototype hardware using the concept of Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system to support throughput of 20 Gbps. A channel model based on stochastic path loss has been studied for urban propagation environment in [4] . A spatial statistical model of mmWave channel has been developed as a function of channel parameters, including path loss, in [5] . This model has been derived based on real measurements at New York City in 28 and 78 GHz bands for LOS and NLOS links.
A general framework has been proposed for evaluating coverage probability and rate performance in a mmWave cellular network in [6] . The short wavelength of mmWave signals can accommodate a very large number of antennas at the receiver and at the transmitter, which makes beamforming a key enabler technique in obtaining high antenna gain. Beamforming antenna systems for mmWave bands have been studied for 5G networks and a novel hybrid beamforming algorithm has been proposed for indoor and outdoor transmission links [7] . The design and characterization of mmWave antennas for wireless links are discussed in [8, 9] .
Shannon's capacity limits and signal processing challenges for giga bit mmWave communication are discussed in [10] . Also, Madhow has addressed opportunities and challenges of utilizing MIMO in LOS mmWave communication systems. An overview of Impulse Radio-Ultra Wide Band (IR-UWB) technology for design of transmitters and receivers is presented in [11] . In [12] , coverage and capacity of a dense mmWave network are analyzed using a theoretical model as a function of blockage probability and beamforming bandwidth. Also, the spectral efficiency (SE) (bits/s) of a mmWave network is investigated with LOS and NLOS links in 28 and 73 GHz mmWave bands. Since minimal power consumption has received significance in recent years due to government regulations, it is important to address this issue for mmWave cellular networks. This issue has not received much attention in the literature. The efficiency metrics for LOS and NLOS links are evaluated for 28 and 73 GHz bands in terms of maximum achievable throughput and maximum power efficiency in [13] . However, the work considered only path loss to represent the channel effects for transmission distances up to 200 m. Tan et al. have investigated the achievable downlink spectral efficiency of multiuser mmWave cellular system considering both small-and large-scale fading effects in [14] . In [15] , energy coverage probability was derived for mmWave transmission as a function of network density, beamforming bandwidth, and channel parameters.
The trade-off between energy efficiency and spectral efficiency is examined for different access networks in [16] . It is demonstrated that for best utilization of mmWave bands it is important to understand how to trade tolerable delay for low power. The delay-power trade-off is examined for design of an energy efficient cellular network in [17] . Levanen et al. have proposed technologies to reduce the delay in mmWave communication systems in [18] . The challenges of designing energy efficient mmWave systems are discussed in [19] . The energy efficiency (EE) (bit/J) metric is presented and evaluated for 28 and 73 GHz mmWave bands for LOS and NLOS links. The investigation is presented as a function of BS transmission power, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), network parameters, and mmWave channel parameters. The spatial characteristics of cellular networks play a significant role in the performance of mmWave cellular networks. The area spectral efficiency (ASE) and the area energy efficiency (AEE) are important metrics that need to be considered in the design of mmWave networks.
Thus, the intent of this paper is to examine energy efficiency (EE), spectral efficiency (SE), network latency, area spectral efficiency (ASE), and area energy efficiency (AEE) of mmWave cellular network in 28 and 73 GHz bands for LOS and NLOS links. The investigation is presented as a function of SNR, channel model parameters, network parameters, user distance from BS, and BS transmission power. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, mmWave cellular system is introduced including cellular network model, mmWave signal propagation and wireless channel models, and NR and SINR calculations. Section 3 presents evaluation of network performance metrics, spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, spatial spectral and energy efficiencies, network latency, and outage probability. Also, the evaluation of these efficiencies metrics is discussed. Simulation algorithm and the assumptions that have been made for our analysis are listed in Section 4. Moreover, the network and channel parameters are tabulated, and the numerical results with discussion are also presented. Finally, the work is concluded in Section 5.
Millimeter Wave Cellular System
The model of mmWave cellular system is shown in Figure 1 . The macrocells are divided into small cells shown in the figure. The macrocells in the network are ( = 1, . . . , ) using the same frequency and therefore create intercell interference. Each of the th cells comprises small cells each with its own BS ( = 1, . . . , ) and uses the same frequency thereby causing intracell interference. It is assumed that each small cell has one BS and it serves Mobile Users (MUs) ( = 1, . . . , ). The BSs are located at the center of small cells and connected to the gateway of the macrocell. The MUs are spatially distributed and each one is associated with a single BS at any time. 
mmWave Wireless Channel Model.
The mmWave signal is susceptible to high path loss, fading, noise, and interference; all these cause serious degradation in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver leading to poor overall system performance. In general, mmWave communication channel can be represented by the double directional channel model given in [20] and is given by
where is the number of multipath components; is the number of rays within the cluster. Each ray is represented by path gain , , phase , , time-of-arrival (ToA) , , azimuth angle-of-arrival (AoA) AoA, , , azimuth angle-of-departure (AoD) AoD, , , zenith angle-of-arrival (ZoA) ZoA, , , and zenith angle-of-departure (ZoD) ZoD, , . The task of channel modeling is thus to find all these parameters for a mmWave communication channel. For 28 and 73 GHz frequency bands, a model has been obtained to fit the LOS and NLOS transmission links. These bands were selected since they are the bands likely to be deployed in mmWave cellular network. According to this model [4] , small-scale fading has a less impact on mmWave signal propagation, and hence the largescale fading effect is considered in measurements. In [5] , mmWave channel path loss effects are considered and a statistical model based on realistic measurements is presented for an urban environment, LOS and NLOS links, and is given by
where /LOS is the path loss in dB, is the distance between transmitter and receiver in meters, and are the least square fits of floating intercept and slope over the measured distances up to 200 m, and 2 is the variance of the lognormal shadowing, . In this paper, the channel model given by (2) [5] is used and the values of model parameters , , and 2 are given in Table 1 .
Signal-to-Noise Ratio Calculation.
The path loss model given by (2) is used to determine the received signal power at the MU and then used to estimate SNR of the th MU in the th BS. That is, where is the BS transmission power, KT is the noise power density at the MU, and NF is the noise figure. The transmitter and receiver antenna gains, and , are calculated using = 20log 10 ( / ) for the 28 and 73 GHz frequency bands and antenna length of . Assuming an independent Nakagami fading for each link, the small-scale fading component, |ℎ , | 2 , can be modeled as a normalized Gamma random variable, that is, |ℎ , | 2 ∼ G(V, 1/V) [15] . The small-scale fading is considered less severe in mmWave band [12] , and hence V is very large integer for LOS link, and V = 1 when the link is NLOS. The path loss component , can be calculated using (2).
Signal-to-Interference-Plus-Noise Ratio (SINR) Model.
Based on the network model shown in Figure 1 , for the th MU in the th small cell serving BS in the th macro cell, the interference consists of two components which are intracell interference and intercell interference. The first one is caused by the active BSs located in the same th cell which is more severe since it is close to the MU. While the second component is generated from the BSs in the other macro cells which is less intense. When the cochannel interference due to first tier macrocell is considered, the downlink aggregated interference in the small cell BS and macro cell for the th MU can be expressed as
Therefore, the SINR at the MU for BS is given by
where 2 is the thermal noise power at the th MU. The distance between BS and MU (3) and (4) is <200 m and is a random variable with probability distribution function ( ) = 2 / 2 .
Energy and Spectral Efficiency of mmWave Network
Energy and spectrum are system resources that have to be appropriately traded to efficiently design a mmWave communication system. Minimal use of energy resources in the systems has become an important issue; however, efficient use of mmWave spectrum requires more power due to high path loss. Therefore, a balance between the use of energy and spectral resources of the system deserves a careful study. This is examined in this section for a mmWave cellular network. Analysis of energy and spectral efficiency metrics for such network is considered which can play an important role in the standardization of mmWave cellular network.
Network Spectral Efficiency.
The downlink spectral efficiency quantifies the amount of data rate delivered by the BS to MUs over a certain bandwidth, . This indicates how efficiently the mmWave spectrum is utilized. Spectral efficiency is bounded by Shannon's limit log 2 (1 + SNR ) [21] for a given SNR. For the case of mmWave network SNR is replaced by SINR. Thus, spectral efficiency of the network, depicted in Figure 1 , can be evaluated using
where SINR can be obtained from (5), and is the allocated mmWave bandwidth for the MUs. E and E ℎ are the expectation values taken for over MU's random location and the small-scale fading effect, respectively. The outage probability within a communication range , out, , is given by [22] 
where is the parameter that depends on the propagation environment density, and is the BS density. The outage probability is plotted as a function of and for a given = 10 −4 in Figure 2 . It is observed that out is nearly constant for > 300 m. Since the proposed network dimensions are large, with macro cell radius ⩾ 500 m, the outage probability can be approximated by out, = −2 / 2 .
Network Energy Efficiency.
The energy efficiency is defined as a ratio between what the system delivers to what it consumes, and hence the efficiency function can be described as ( )/ , where ∈ [0, ] indicates the system's resources constrained by [23] . In this paper, ( ) represents the overall downlink data rate efficiency that can be reliably transmitted by a mmWave communication system, and denotes the Signal-to-Noise Ratio, which is a function of BS's transmission power, noise, and channel effects. For the mmWave network, the energy efficiency can be formulated as
where SNR and SINR can be determined using (3) and (5), respectively. The energy efficiency indicates the amount of data rate that can be delivered per unit of SNR per Hertz of bandwidth. The efficiency metrics are useful in the standardization of mmWave cellular networks, as spectral efficiency provides the maximum rate for each frequency band and transmission range and energy efficiency gives insight into how to utilize the energy resources in cells as a function of data rate.
Spatial Spectral and Energy Efficiency.
Spatial characteristics of mmWave network are crucial in the evaluation of system performance. For example, the propagation loss is highly affected by network dimensions, and hence SNR and SINR are also impacted. Therefore, studying the spectral and energy efficiencies is not enough for efficient design of mmWave networks. The spatial spectral and energy efficiencies are better metrics for design of networks [24] . Accordingly, these metrics are examined for mmWave networks. These metrics are evaluated for macrocell as a sum of each small cell spatial efficiency in which the serving distance, , determines the cells' area.
Numerical Results
Monte Carlo simulations have been performed in MATLAB environment to evaluate spectral, energy and spatial spectral and energy efficiencies for the 28 and 73 GHz mmWave bands. The efficiency metrics are investigated in terms of BS transmission power, BS serving distance, and SNR. The steps used in the simulation are given below:
(1) The path loss for 28 and 73 GHz bands is calculated for LOS and NLOS using (2) for each value of and , and the model parameters are given in Table 1 . (2) SNR is computed using (3), in which small-scale fading is modelled using Gamma distribution, |ℎ| 2 ∼ G(V, 1/V), and (3) parameters are given in Table 2. (3) For the network model, Figure 1 , the aggregated intercell and intracell interferences are obtained using (4) . (4) The SINR is determined (5) for 2 = KT .
(5) Spectral and energy efficiency metrics are computed using (6) and (8) with out calculated using (7); see Figure 2 . (6) The spatial spectral and energy efficiency metrics are computed using ∑( SE, , , / , ) and ∑( EE, , , / , ),
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The following assumptions are made in Monte Carlo simulation.
(1) Channel fading coefficients, ℎ , , , in (3) and (4) are independent and identical distributed random variables.
(2) Transmission power, , in (3), is identical for all small cell BSs.
(3) Antenna gain, , is equal for all BSs that are assumed to be same, and antenna gain, , for all MUs is assumed to be identical. (6) Macro cell radius of = 500 m is assumed and the maximum serving distance of a small cell BS is set to = 100 m.
The cellular network parameters used in the simulations are given in Table 2 . Simulation and numerical process of this work are summarized in the flow chart shown in Figure 3 .
Spectral Efficiency.
The spectral efficiency of the network is evaluated in terms of achievable data rate for a specific allocated bandwidth to MU. This efficiency metric (bit/s) is plotted in Figure 4 as a function of maximum serving distances for LOS and NLOS links in 28 and 73 GHz bands with transmission power fixed at 10 dBm. It is observed that the maximum achievable data rate in the network can reach 1 Tbit/s as is diminished. In this case, the macrocell will have a large number of small cells and intracell interference is increased. Also, it is noted that the spectral efficiency slightly deteriorates for LOS link while for NLOS link it decreases rapidly to 0.15 G bit/s for = 100 m. The spectral efficiency is also investigated as a function of BS power used for transmission for a specific value of serving distance, = 45 m. Figure 5 demonstrates that the spectral efficiency is enhanced as power transmitted by the BS is increased. It is observed that there is no significant improvement in the spectral efficiency when the transmission power is above 40 dBm. This indicates that pumping more power is waste of BS power resource and hence impacts the energy efficiency. Thus, for optimum mmWave band utilization, transmission power over 40 dBm is not required. The figure also illustrates the superiority of high frequency band, 73 GHz, for the LOS link. For high power transmission, the achieved spectral efficiencies of the two transmission bands are above 1 Tbit/s. Since the SNR at MUs is a function of the BS transmission power, receiver noise, and channel effects, the spectral efficiency for the 73 GHz band for LOS link is presented in Figure 6 as a function of serving distance and SNR. It is noted that the spectral efficiency is an increasing function of SNR which indicates the mmWave system can overcome the noise and channel impairments. The spectral efficiency of mmWave cellular networks has been investigated in [14, 26] and the numerical results presented in these works are consistent with the results illustrated in Figure 5 . However, the spectral efficiency results of this paper are based on real channel measurements.
Energy Efficiency.
Energy efficiency metric is a "green communication" indicator, since the transmitted power by the BS plays an important role in its determination. The energy efficiency metric is a function of the data rate over the mmWave links and SNR at MUs. The energy efficiency is examined as a function of BS serving distance, the transmission power, and the SNR. The metric is plotted as a function of transmission power for two mmWave bands and links in Figure 7 . It is observed that the 73 GHz band is less energy efficient compared to the 28 GHz band. The energy efficiency is degraded as the transmission power is increased. Figure 8 shows a comparison of energy efficiency between the two frequency bands for LOS transmission link as a function of and SNR. It is observed that 28 GHz band, Figure 8 (b), attains higher energy efficiency than the 73 GHz band, Figure 8(a) . In fact, the SNR for LOS transmission at 73 GHz band is greater than the SNR for NLOS link at the 28 GHz band. Also, it is noted that the efficiency improves up to certain serving distance, = 30m, and then becomes almost constant for > 30m. It is noted that trade-off between serving distance and the transmission power has to be considered in dimensioning of the network and for optimum utilization for the two mmWave bands. Energy efficiency of mmWave cellular network has been examined in terms of number of users and BS antenna size for full-duplex relaying backhaul small cell mmWave networks in [19] for 28 GHz and 60 GHz bands. The results show an increasing function of the transmitted power which contradicts the energy efficiency concept illustrated in Figure 7 . Also, this metric has been investigated in terms of propagation environment parameters and BS density for heterogeneous mmWave network overlaid by small cell BSs in [22] . The results are consistent with the results illustrated in Figure 8. 
Network Latency.
Delay is critical metric for real time applications in mmWave networks. Thus, it is important to address the network delay as a function of network parameters. The delay in mmWave networks is due to several components such as radio access network, backhaul, core network, and data centers. In this paper, we consider the transmission delay between MU and BS. For a given user bandwidth and information quantity , the transmission delay is given by = / [27] . For the network shown in Figure 1 , the delay-per-bit per user can be expressed as 
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Energy efficiency network can be discussed in terms of delay-per-bit and energy efficiency. Delay-per-bit is obtained by simulating (9) using channel parameters given in Table 1 and network parameters given in Table 2 . The delay is plotted as a function of BS power and user distance in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. These figures show that 73 GHz band for LOS link achieves less latency than the 28 GHz band for NLOS link. Figure 9 (a) shows that the delay decreases as the BS power increases. For example, the network latency is less than 1 ns/bit when the BS power is greater than 20 dBm. The energy efficiency is highly impacted for such large values of BS power as shown in Figure 7 . In terms of user distance, the network latency increases as the distance increases as is clear from Figure 9 (b). In contrast the spectral efficiency is reduced as a function of user distance which indicates that the two metrics are in conflict. Therefore, trade-offs among network latency, energy efficiency, and spectral efficiency metrics must be considered for optimum utilization of the mmWave bands.
Area Spectral Efficiency.
The area spectral efficiency (ASE) is defined as the ratio of the average spectral efficiency to the utilized area for a given frequency band. For the network in Figure 1 , The ASE is calculated as the sum of the spectral efficiencies of each small cell divided by its serving area and is given by
This ASE metric links the network spectral efficiency and the service area and is investigated as a function of , , and SNR.
In Figure 10 (a), ASE is plotted in terms of . It is noted that ASE is a decreasing function of the distance since the area is proportional to 2 . Also, ASE is plotted in terms of and SNR in Figure 10 (b) which depicts how both factors affect the ASE. It is clear that for large coverage area the network requires more BS power to achieve acceptable ASE. 
Area Energy Efficiency (AEE).
The AEE is used to characterize the area data rate per unit BS power expenditure and can be defined as
where EE, , , is given by (8) and , = 2 , . This metric provides insight into the deployment and implementation challenges for optimum mmWave band utilization. The AEE is evaluated as a function of BS power and is shown in Figure 11 (b). The metric severely deteriorates for high values of BS power; however, it maintains a certain level of performance at lower values of power. Also, it is observed that AEE slightly decreases as the radius of small cell increases as shown in Figure 11(a) .
From the above results, it is clear that there is always a conflict between spectral efficiency and energy efficiency in terms of power transmission. The optimum utilization of mmWave bands requires trade-off between these two performance metrics. The 28 GHz band achieves higher energy efficiency for a wide range of power transmission level while it provides acceptable spectral efficiency for > 20 dBm. On the other hand, the 73 GHz is superior in terms of spectral efficiency; however, it performs poorly with respect to energy efficiency. Regarding the transmission environment, it can be said that the 28 GHz band is more advantageous than the 73 GHz band for NLOS links such as indoor networks. However, the 73 GHz bands are more suitable for LOS link such as outdoor mmWave links.
Conclusions
In this paper, mmWave cellular network is considered for indoor and outdoor applications in which the macrocells are overlaid with multiple small cells. A channel model based on real measurements available in literature for LOS and NLOS transmission links was used to derive expressions for SNR and SINR in network considering intercell and intracell interference components. The paper presented a framework for analysis of spectral and energy efficiency metrics of the network for optimum utilization of network resources. The framework also included an investigation of spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and spatial performance metrics. The analysis was done using Monte Carlo simulation considering the effects of interference, the path loss, and small-scale fading. The investigation of metrics has been carried out as a function of BS power, SNR, mmWave network parameters, and channel model parameters. The results show that the spectral efficiency is always in conflict with the energy efficiency with regard to BS power and the maximum BS serving distance. The 28 GHz band can be expedient for NLOS links in the network, and the 73 GHz band is more appropriate for LOS links.
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